
 

 
 

Orion Sounds presents its best pack yet. Made by the #1 
Sound Designer in the World; EVO RYDER gives you over 
65 of the Highest Quality Spire presets ever made. If your 
looking for sounds similar to Martin Garrix, Dzeko & 
Torres, Julian Jordan, Quintino, Tiesto, KSHMR, Dannic, 
MOTi, then this is the pack for you.  Listen to the demo 
and you’ll know exactly what we mean. This pack is 

explosive with the freshest sounds in the industry, and we 
truly hope you enjoy! 

 

Orion Sounds presents the 4th instalment of its groundbreaking BP Chart EDM Series. 
We raised the bar  with this pack, bringing over 67 fresh & meticulously crafted patches full of
modwheel information which will take your productions to the next level. Influenced by artists like 
Martin Garrix, Alesso, Avicii, Kygo, Tiesto, DVBBS, Dimitri Vegas & Like Mike, Vinai, Jay Hardway, 
Dzeko & Torres, Dannic and many other superstars, this pack is a must have for any serious EDM 
artists out there.
Just listen to the audio demo and you'll know exactly what we mean.
The soundbank is organized in the audio demo reel order(we also included a "Presets Used" doc.),
so you won't have to question "which preset was used here" anymore, we already took care of it.

Soundbank Content: 

- 15 Basses
-   8 Keys
- 24 Leads
- 17 Plucks
-   4 Pads
-   1 FX

RevealSound's Spire v.1.0.18 or higher is required.

Disclaimer: 
We don't own any of the original reference songs remaked in our audio demo reel. 
These are just sound-design related covers made only with demonstrative purposes in mind to 
practically illustrate the soundbank's content. 
Show some love to the artists of which music influenced our audio demo reel,
 such as Kygo, Martin Garrix, Avicii, Alesso, DVBBS, Jay Hardway, Dimitri Vegas & Like Mike, Ummet Ozcan, 
Vinai, Tiesto and Dzeko & Torres.
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Orion Sounds extends its products range with this latest unique instalment, a dangerous 
sounding presets-pack inspired by the analog king of FM synthesizers, the unforgetable 
Yamaha DX7! Our sonic specialists meticulously crafted this futuristic arsenal full of 
modwheel assignment, to rock your EDM productions, especially when it comes about 
Future/Deep/Tech-House genres.
Loaded with earthshaking basses, screaming leads, analog sounding pads and chords, sexy 
plucks and abstract FX, this pack is really a must have! Just check the audio demo and judge 
for yourself.

Content: - 26 Basses
                - 16 Plucks
                - 13 Leads
                - 9 Pads
                - 9 FX
                - 5 Keys
                - 4 Chords
Extra:
         - MIDI files
         - 2 FX texture samples
         - 1 Impact sample

Spire 1.0.18 or later required.
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